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MEDIUM TEMP REACH-IN OPERATION
Hoshizaki now has 3 medium temperature reach-in
models available.  They are the one-door RH1-SSB,
two-door RH2-SSB, and three-door RH3-SSB
models. The medium temp reach-in line uses a new
electronic control board manufactured by Control
Products Inc.. This is the same company that produces
our KM “E” board.

The control board provides electronic temperature
control and “on-demand”, “off-cycle” defrost.
Additionally, the control board monitors the unit
operation to provide audible and visual alarm and
diagnostic functions. These features will assist in
protecting the unit from damage should a problem
occur. They also assist the service technician in
diagnosing a problem.

The reach-in wiring diagram is a simple control circuit.
The electronic control board has 5 signal inputs, a low
voltage control input which uses the standard KM
control transformer, and several line voltage inputs and
outputs.  The wiring diagram is generic to both medium
and low temp reach-in models. The only difference is
the addition of electric defrost heaters on the low temp
model. The reach-in control board is also generic, as it
can be used in a low temperature application with an
adjustment of the dip switch settings.

The signal inputs on the K6 connector are the clean
filter thermostat, the door switch circuit, and the high-
pressure safety control.  The door switch circuit will
have several switches in parallel for the multiple door

models. The K4 connector is the cabinet temperature
thermistor and K3 is the defrost control thermistor.

K2 is the low voltage control transformer input to the
board.  The outputs are through K1, which supplies
line voltage to the evaporator fan motor, cabinet light,
and compressor relay. It will also supply the electric
defrost heaters for the freezer models. Connector K9
supplies power to the condenser fan motor.

The medium temp reach-ins have a defrost system that
is temperature initiated and temperature terminated.
The K3 defrost thermistor checks the temperature in
the center of the evaporator coil. If the coil temperature
lowers to 13°F, the compressor and condenser fan
motor shut off and the evaporator fan motor circulates
air across the evaporator to clear the frost. When the
coil temperature rises to 40°F, the control board
restarts the condenser fan motor. The compressor has
a built-in 2.5 minute delay when  defrost is terminated
or any time the unit cycles on.

 A removable, cleanable air filter is standard on all
Hoshizaki reach-ins.  A manual reset, clean filter alarm
is included to let the customer know that the filter is
restricted. A high-pressure switch will shut the
compressor down if a high pressure condition exists.  If
this condition occurs 3 times in 1 hour, an error code
and alarm will alert the user.  This safety will
automatically reset unless the pressure switch operates
5 times in 1 hour. If this possibly serious high pressure
condition exists, the control board will shut down the
compressor on a manual reset safety.  This condition



must be checked by a service technician and reset by
pressing the internal reset button on the control board.

Mullion heaters are included inside the doorframe.
They are controlled by an “On-Off” heater switch.
There is a backup heater included in the doorframe that
can be connected if the primary heater fails.

The reach-in products have the features you expect
from a high quality Hoshizaki product. Future Tech-
Tips articles will explain the control board functions
and freezer operation.
_________________________________________
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NEW DCM MODELS
Due to the efficiency of R-404A refrigerant, some
Hoshizaki model numbers are changing.  This is true for
DCM models.  The new DCM models are the DCM-
500BAF and the DCM-750BAF.  The small unit
maintains it’s DCM-240BAF number.

You may have noticed some changes in the DCM
product in recent months.  We have added a periodic
flush cycle to their operation.  This is the same periodic
flush that has been included on the Hoshizaki flaker
product for several years.

This feature provides the ability to drain and flush the
water system every 12 hours. This improves the unit
efficiency by maintaining a cleaner water system and
reduces normal bearing wear. It also allows for an
automatic drain of the water system for cleaning and
maintenance purposes. The old “Ice-Off” switch is
now changed to an “Ice-Flush” switch. The flush valve
and 12-hour timer, operate the same as with the flaker
model’s.

It is important to remember that this flush timer system
is now included on the DCM products.  You must
check the timer circuit if you are diagnosing a DCM
product which does not start.  It may be off on the 20-
minute flush timer.
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
SERVICE Q & A

Question; What is the purpose of the bypass valve and
capillary on the KM unit?

Answer by Danny Moore:   You will find bypass
controls, valve, and capillary on some R-22 Models.
The primary bypass function is to cool the compressor.
Since R-22 refrigerant produces a higher discharge
temperature, we must have a method of keeping the
compressor temperature under control.  The method
we chose was liquid injection cooling. Our term for this
is bypass cooling because we bypass some liquid to
the suction line through a capillary tube.  The capillary
tube is sized so that it will flash a small amount of
saturated liquid into the suction line.  This flash gas is
enough to aid in cooling the compressor without
flooding it with liquid.

All larger KM models starting with the KM-630 MRE
include some type of bypass cooling.  Some models
use a capillary only, while others use a solenoid and
capillary that is controlled to allow bypass cooling for
the compressor.

Bypass cooling is controlled in several different ways.
Some models require continuous bypass cooling. You
may find a straight capillary system or a bypass
solenoid that is energized by the compressor contactor
circuit.  This allows bypass cooling any time that the
compressor is running.

Other models have “on demand” bypass cooling. This
can be accomplished by the use of a discharge
temperature switch or through a relay, which is
controlled by another circuit.   The best method to
determine what controls the bypass valve is to study
the specific unit wiring diagram.  Follow the bypass
circuit back to it’s control source and think about how
the control operates during the operational sequence.
Of course you need a good understanding of the KM
operational sequence to do this.  You will find a
complete explanation of the KM sequence of operation
in the Tech Specs pocket guide or in prior Tech-Tips
volume number 103 .

The bypass system on some models also aids in
harvesting ice in cold water locations. The bypass



capillary returns refrigerant that is stored in the
condenser to the harvest loop. This improves the flow
of hot gas to the evaporator in a long harvest.
_________________________________________
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